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The views expressed here in are those of the authors and do not necessarily express the policy or views of the Editor, the Hawke’s Bay Branch of the Vintage Car Club of New Zealand 
(Inc), the Vintage Car Club of New Zealand (Inc) or other publishers. The editor/committee reserves the right to accept, edit, publish, abridge or decline contributions submitted for 
publication. All names, dates and times published are checked against the material supplied and the editor/committee can have no responsibilty for mistakes in the copy supplied. Some 
material may be held over until there is sufficient space to publish it.
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MECHANICAL TIPS, NOTICES, FUNNIES.
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CONTRIBUTIONS//
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 11 Claridge Place, Taradale, Napier 4112 
 Please label well, THE MAG HBVCC 

Designer:  Liv Coleske Ladybug Design 06 845 3276  
 during work hours 9am - 5pm Monday-Thursday

VIEW THIS MAG IN FULL COLOUR ONLINE WWW.HBVCC.ORG.NZ

Front page image supplied by Kay Elmsly.
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CHAIRMAN’S REPORT//
By Steve Donovan

I have been away most of this month and 
thanks to Ian Elmsly for standing in as 
Chairman for this month’s meetings.

We have engaged new Commercial 
Cleaners for the Club Rooms as previous 
people have decided to take a break after 6 
years’ service. There is a new schedule and 
new cleaners will be in once a month after 
Kitchen Night which takes the pressure 
off Kitchen Meal providers. Please let me 
know if you have any concerns about the 
cleanliness of your facilities’.

On our South Island trip we were able 
to visit many car displays and antique 
shops and lots of spectacular scenery. It is 
amazing what there is to see. Pam and I 
went to an associated car club dinner (Not 
VCC) and were surprised how they all got 
in their own groups and as a visitor you 
felt quite out of place. They had a swap 
Meet followed by lunch and shed visits the 
next day. To my surprise not one person 
enquired if we were interested in attending 
or offering a ride for the afternoon. As 
a complete contrast on the start of this 
weekend’s Safari Trevor asked who was new 
to Safari and one couple responded. On our 
first happy hour they were made welcome 
and included in the group and chatting to 
everyone. A pleasure to see.

Lyn and Trevor’s Safari last weekend was 
great with visits for both the Ladies and 
Men. It ticked off a couple of things on my 
bucket list. Instructions were perfect and 
easy to understand and kept us off the Main 
Roads as much as possible. (Although two 
couples went further North than we all did.) 
I am sure this will be noted in the enclosed 
report. Great weather and great company 
look forward to next year.

That’s it for me we will be home for a couple 
of weeks then off to Beach Hop.

Stay safe and enjoy next month’s planed 
outings.
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Another month has passed, the months are 
going very fast, my third report already.

On the 4th of October the HBVCC was 
invited to the Ongaonga Victorian Fair. 
This fair / market was scheduled for early in 
September but was postponed due to Covid 
19. Unfortunately there was very little interest 
from our club. Therefore the three of us who 
attended ended up in the general carpark so 
very few people saw our cars. It was a very 
good market, huge crowd, a beautiful day 27 
degrees and no wind. The market was well 
worth the trip down, worth doing again in 
future, 76 miles were covered.

Our guest speaker for the October meeting 
was one of our members Alastair Chalmers 
who spoke about being asked to drive the 
camera crew for a Gumball Rally in 2006, 
round the world in eight days. All expenses 
were paid, an opportunity he could not turn 
down. This was an illegal rally. These illegal 
rallies started in 1999 and stopped in 2008 due 
to safety concerns. Alastair was asked because 
of his driving qualities and experience in rally 
driving. He was expected to keep up with, or 
ahead of the 80 to 100 entrants. The vehicle 
provided was a 4.2 supercharged Range Rover, 
which was fully loaded all of the time with 5 
or 6 passengers, luggage and all of the camera 
crews gear. He often drove 1000 miles per 
day and often up to 23 hours driving without 
a break, often with no motorways. Alastair 
had to drive as fast as he could all of the time, 
top speed 131 miles per hour, often averaging 
125 miles per hour. The entry fee was 40.000 
pounds per car, this included accommodation, 
and vehicle transport between continents 
in an Antonov aeroplane, [the highlight of 
Alastair’s experience] but did not include fuel 

and food, nor the cost of getting the vehicles 
returned to their home countries. Needless 
to say there were numerous speeding fines 
had, but part of the agreement that Alastair 
had was that he did not have to pay the fines. 
He was clocked at 131 mph when stopped in 
a 55 mph zone. Alastair is a most interesting 
speaker. Many thanks Alastair. Club run 
Sunday the 18th October. This was an 
afternoon run on a beautiful Hawkes Bay day. 
Thirty two members attended, we travelled 
to a private property at Maraekakaho to meet 
with members of the NZ Military Vehicle 
Club of Hawkes Bay. Five or six members 
of the club assisted Shaun by bringing their 
vehicles along for the afternoon. Shaun had 
gone to a lot of trouble and done a lot of 
work since I visited him last, [Only 5 weeks 
ago.] Put in a new gate way for us to park and 
built a large new shed for his vehicles and 
several static displays. Vehicles that were on 
display were – 1942 Willys Jeep, 1984 V8 land 
rover, 1946 Ford V8 Woody Station wagon, 
1942 Chevrolet CMP Truck, 1942 4x4 Jeep, 
1942 Ford Jeep, 1941 V8 powered Universal 
Carrier. APC[Armoured Personal Carrier.] 
Botors 40mm Mk1 Anti-Aircraft Gun. Under 
restoration was a, Canadian M1 Universal 
Carrier and a 1960, 109 Land rover. I am sure 
that a most enjoyable afternoon was had by 
all, certainly something different. 

Safari 23rd to the 26th October. As the 
organiser of Safari I feel that the whole 
weekend went well, even the weather was 
kind to us, and we had no major breakdowns 
which is always good to know. Many thanks to 
Mercia Paaymans for offering to write a report 
on Safari. The report will be elsewhere in the 
magazine. November the 11th, there will be a 
guest speaker. Please come along. 

CLUB CAPTAIN//
By Trevor Charman
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HBVCC 
HOMESTEAD RUN  

 

SUNDAY 15th NOVEmBER 2020 
 

Meet at the Hawke’s Bay Farmers’ Market  
off Kenilworth Road, Hastings 

 
(Second entrance - look out for the VCC Sign) 

 

 Be ready for a 10am departure  
 

While you are at the market, stock up for your 
picnic lunch at an iconic Hawkes’ Bay Homestead. 

 
There is a charge of $8.00 per person for visiting the grounds  

($15.00pp includes a tour of the house) 
The money will be collected before entering the property, so please bring 

that rare thing (some cash) with you.  
 

We are heading south this year with a stop along the way 
so come along and   

join us, for what is always a good day out. 
 

The route is approx. 65 km’s (40 miles) to its furthest point, but you need to 
allow for a total distance of approx.120 kms (75mls) before you can reliably 
refill your tanks. 

Please leave your pets at home 

 

Organisers - Esther and Graham Smith  

06 8441590 or 027 464 7314 
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UP & COMING
EVENTS//

MID WEEK RUN 
Wednesday 4th November

ALWAYS 1st Wednesday of the Month. 
• Where: Meet at HB Vintage Club Rooms
• Time: 10.30am

CLUB RUN 
Sunday 15th November

Annual homestead run. 
Details on page 8.

KITCHEN NIGHT - FROM 6PM
Friday 27th November

If you are attending please contact  
Malcolm & Lesley Blair on 06 843 7664  
or email  malcolmblair52@gmail.com

NO LATER THAN 24TH NOVEMBER

This is the last Kitchen Night for the  
year so it will be a Christmas theme.CLUB NIGHT 

Wednesday 11th November

The guest speaker is Adrianne Galvin.
Adrianne is the Coordinator of the Napier 
Neighbourhood Support. 

Please come along.

LADIES CHRISTMAS LUNCH
Saturday 28th November

Details on page 21.

DECEMBER CLUB DAY
Sunday 13th December

This will be a very short run 4 kms each 
way, departing from the club rooms to visit 
two places of interest, followed by a shared 
lunch back at the club rooms.

Therefore you will need to bring a plate of 
food to share.

More details in the next magazine.
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The day didn’t look that great for an orchard 
visit but improved as it went on. We had 10 
cars of varying ages and one new member ( 
welcome Geoff.Bennet) 
We headed off to visit a Kiwi Fruit orchard 
on Farndon road owned by Ian Gordon 
called Lochinver Farm. Ian grows Kiwi 
fruit and Peaches. The block he has in 
Kiwis is all of the Gold variety and part of 
it was planted in 2018. They are all grown 
on a mass of galvanised steel posts, rails 
and wires and is completely covered over 
to prevent hail damage. It has water spray 
system for frost and irrigation. An average 
crop is around 12000 trays plus per hectare. 
It looks like a massive under taking to set 
up and register with Zespri. Ian gave us a 
very informative insight into the growing of 
kiwi fruit.
After there we did a drive through the 
Marae next door then proceeded on a 

OCTOBER MID WEEK RUN//
By Ivan Fisher

round about tiki tour to Tangoio Beach 
where we had lunch and a putting the world 
right natter.
All in all we had an enjoyable outing thanks 
to Barrie Browne.
Copy from Heritage  
Trails Napier Wairoa.
2. Tangoio Beach (2km from SH2) is a 
small coastal settlement. A short distance 
north is Whakaari Headland, a Maori canoe 
landing reserve. For the early Maori this 
had been a lookout point while in the 1840s 
the headland became a whaling station with 
many local Maori working the boats. The 
large flat rock in the sea beside the headland 
is known as Te Papa or Flat Rock. Further 
north, on what was once the early section 
of the coastal walking trail to Wairoa, is 
Stingray Bay and Punakarau (Tait’s) Beach, 
a beautiful scenic spot with golden sand. 
The inland swamp rose four metres as did 
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much of the nearby coastline during the 
1931 Hawke’s Bay Earthquake. In this area 
moa bones, traces of kumara pits and other 
signs of Maori habitation have been found. 
Beach fishing, cray fishing and walking with 
care, can be enjoyed.
Fed up with City Life? Want a beach escape?
HARCOURTS HAWKES BAY 
How exciting would it be to be part of 
creating an extraordinary community 
whilst at the same time getting to choose 
exactly what you want when building your 
dream home!

Well-planned, considered living spaces can 
make a huge difference to your quality of 
life and when you add the proximity to the 
beach, recreational activities and the trump 
card of a stress-free commute, you have the 
chance to live somewhere really special!
 Extensive Liquefaction and Geotechnical 
engineering has also been carried out. All 
sections will be raised a minimum of 5.2m 
above sea level and an approved engineered 
platform and waste water field provided.
TANGOIO BEACH 
Sections from $339k
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TAUPO SAFARI//
By Mercia Paaymans

Friday morning, Anderson Park and a 
group off intrepid travellers already and 
organised to attempt the Napier- Taupo 
Crossing. This is when I picture us with 
packs, climbing ropes and crampons- sorry 
I digress. It was quite exciting.. ok so I was 
excited!
We picked up our rally pack and attended 
the briefing then it was pedal to the metal!
Safari Started!

Our Buick flew over the Highway in hot 
pursuit of a Vauxhall, which had also 
reached warp speed! Conditions were 
excellent for driving the busy roads, often 
swamped in campervans.
Morning tea was a real treat as we all met 
up at the Rangataiki Tavern for a slab 
bang morning tea. It was fantastic- from 

chicken tenders to carrot cake, a real 
feast! The pub had its own unique decor 
hunting paraphernalia and a wide range of 
underwear male and female (we all wanted 
to know how it got on top of the stags 
antlers but we were all too polite to ask.) 
I definitely suggest a stop here if you are 
passing the decor and food are memorable! 
We continued to the Waipahihi Reserve 
Botanical Gardens for lunch.
This is a hidden gem in Taupo and it's 
another place I will return to as it has 
spectacular Rhododendron, Azalea and 
Camellia plantings. Also FYI… You can 
drive around the 35 hectares and do walks 
into planted areas. Each area…. a unique 
spot with views of the mountains, lake and 
farm land.

We then continued over to Acacia Bay, 
Scenic Heights -where we visited Kevin’s 
Cadillac collection and American 
memorabilia. The beautiful red convertible 
was a highlight for many.
Saturday- we drove through the verdant 
New Zealand countryside north of Taupo, 
up to the property of Pete and Yvonne. On 
the way we passed geothermal power plants, 
milk plants, geothermal glass houses, 
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many herds of young calves and several old 
vintage cars- oops just kidding- no passing 
vintage cars….. We were the oldest there. 
Either way the drive was beautiful and 
relaxing.

At this property we got to view their 
collection of American memorabilia, Buick 
Chev Datsun and Ford vehicles. Also his 
fleet of logging trucks which we were 
allowed to sit in! Peter spoke passionately to 
us about the charity they support Assistance 
Dogs and we spent a few hours enjoying his 
sheds. We donated $261 towards this cause. 
From there we travelled over the Ohakuri 
Dam and had lunch in a rest area that 
bordered the dam.It was a lovely quiet spot 
that insured a relaxing snack.

The group continued on to view Tauhara 
Gardens which we were told were very 
beautiful.
Dinner was at the Taupo Cossie Club and 

we all got to know each other really well as 
we were seated on one large long, long, long 
table. Trevor did quietly suggest herding 
sheep was easier then organising us, which 
is probably fairly accurate- we are an 
opinionated lot!
Dinner was delicious, my favourite being 
the lemon dessert sponge.
So Sunday, yes best for last!

This was a day that blew my socks off! Such 
a variety of things to see all within close 
proximity of Taupo. We started off literally 
just down the road to see a collection from 
Kurt and Leayne. Kurt travels regularly to 
the US and has a phenomenal collection of 
New Zealand an American memorabilia 
as well as some tasty cars. I don't think I 
have ever seen such a varied and eclectic 
collection. From Edmonds baking powder 
cans to, you name it, it was there old school 
prams, disprin containers, uniforms- it was 
a plethora of history and iconic items. We 
enjoyed a coffee and the warm welcome 
from Kurt and Leayne- it was like a trip 
down memory lane. 
We then continued on to Tullamore 
Gardens which was again unique and eye 
opening. We started off walking through 

TAUPO SAFARI CONT//
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the stunning gardens, full of diverse plants 
walkways and prolific planted areas. We 
were also allowed into Tim's own unique 
collection of duck decoys and hunting 
paraphernalia.
Holey moley I have never seen anything 
like this before. I loved the gardens but 
then it went on to a whole new level! And 
yes Alistair I did have to pick up my chin at 
times- definitely gobsmacked! This is one of 
those places that is a hidden gem amongst 
the New Zealand farming countryside. 
Lynda's garden is worth a visit it is peaceful 
and beautiful I could have spent all day 
communing with nature.
So when we thought we had seen and done 
it all- on to Kitenui Deer Farm. Trevor and 
Lyn were pretty low key about this- but it 
was another WTF moment!
 Murray and Barbara showed us into a 
shed that housed the artwork that Murray 
is famous for- wild animals sculpting and 
painting. This is a clever, clever man who 
has an eye for exact realism detail. His deer 
were exact replicas of the real thing but 
in bronze. His work has travelled around 
the world. Then they went on to show us 
around the working deer farm and took 
us all on a tour on a dedicated people 
mover trailer. We got to view Barbara's 
garden, see young stags, hand feed deer, 
view aeroplanes and a zebra and a bison 

not joking! We also got to walk through 
his unique man shed that has deer antlers 
covering ceiling as well as housing some 
of Artworks created from twine, chainsaw 
blades and anything else farm related. We 
all thoroughly enjoyed his creative pieces; 
it was an outstanding finale from a day to 
remember.

Another tasty dinner was enjoyed at the 
Taupo Cossie Club and prizes were awarded 
for various antics. Congrats to Barrie and 
Lyndsey for winning the lucky rally book 
prize.
 I would like to thank Trevor and Lyn for a 
memorable weekend, great accommodation, 
interesting and varied venues accurate 
maps and instructions and a bucketful of 
patience! Thank you for making this a safari 
to remember.

TAUPO THANK YOU - Alastair and Jean
From the new kids on the Safari I would like to say a huge thank you to Trevor and Lyn for all the 
work they put in to this to make it a most enjoyable event which certainly appeared to run very 

smoothly without any hitches over the 3 days, it was certainly very enlightening to see what other 
people have in their sheds and the gardens we visited were testament to the work and dedication 
of their owners. Jean and I would also like to thank everyone for making us feel so welcome and 

inclusive in everything that was going on.
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www.husqvarna.com.au

See Ron or Paul
JYOUNG MOTORS | 590 Main Road, BayView

Ph: 836 6126 | chainsaws@yml.co.nz
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*Refers to 136LiL & 136LiHD45
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YOUR BRANCH
PHOTOS//

SAFARI//

» Rangitaiki Tavern for morning tea » Lunch stop Waipahihi reserve botanical gardens

» Kevin Cotton’s property

» Happy Hour » Yvonne & Peter Phillips Property
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YOUR BRANCH
PHOTOS//

» Yvonne & Peter Phillips Property

» Visiting Tauhara gardens

» Duck shooting sheds property of Lynda Peat 
& Tim Birdsall

» Kitenui deer farm

» Ride around deer farm
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Phone 06 835 7490
56 Thames Street Napier
collisionrepaircentre.co.nz
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YOUR BRANCH
PHOTOS//

SAFARI//

» Tullamore gardens

» Lunch stop Waipahihi reserve botanical gardens » Lunch stop not far from Ohakuri dam

» Tullamore gardens

» Lyn catching ride up drive with the 
Paaymans at Kitenui

» Lovely deer
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YOUR BRANCH
PHOTOS//

SUNDAY CLUB RUN//
18th october 2020
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                                       LADIES CHRISTMAS LUNCH 

                   

            SATURDAY 28th NOVEMBER AT 12.30 pm 

                      AT THREE DOORS UP AHURIRI NAPIER 

           TO BE HELD IN THE 4TH DOOR ROOM AT THE BACK  

                                  OF THE RESTAURANT 

                3 COURSE MEAL - COST IS - $45 PER HEAD 

                  * GLUTEN FREE OPTIONS AVAILABLE                                             
  
        A copy of the menu will be attached to the list at the club.   

        Final numbers are needed by the Tuesday 24th November.   

Anyone interested can leave their name on the sheet at the club or 

            Please contact Carol Eager ph. 06 845.4779 or 

                         Email – paul-carol@xtra.co.nz 

                   

            LOOK FORWARD TO SEEING YOU ALL THERE!! 
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CLUB SPARE PARTS CORNER
For any enquiries phone Brian Taylor on 027 4436009 or contact the Club’s 
Spares Dept. on Tuesday mornings between 9am & 11am on 06 835 1483.

Hi All

We are slowly running out of room in the 
spares department so over the last couple of 
weeks we have been restacking and sorting 
to make more shelf space, this will be an 
ongoing job.

As you enter the spare parts department 
door and look up above your head on the 
end of the shelving you will see a rally pack 
board (photo on right) these were given to 
the club by the late Bruce Carred, which he 
had collected over many years going on his 
bike runs. Brian Taylor has made a picture 
frame & mounted these, and made a small 
plaque in memory of Bruce.

SPARES: Many new items of interest have 
arrived. New door trims (see photo right) 
for an Alfa Romeo GTV if anyone knows 
of an owner, and we also have 3 x 19inch 
early 30s standard wheels & hubcaps (see 
photo right) if anyone interested, also found 
on the side of the road 1937 or 1938 Dodge 
hubcap, if you know of anyone who has lost 
one we may have it.

PARTS WE ARE LOOKING FOR: 1913 
FN car, if you have any parts we could 
be interested. MK 2 cortina bumper 
overriders, if anyone can help please get in 
contact.

Until next month

SPARES NEWS//
By John Dury
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WANTED DODGE PARTS My son Alec’s 1925 has just wrecked a 20 inch steel 
disc rim, so we are desperately trying to locate at least one to get the vehicle back 
on the road. An extra 1 or 2 would be great so as to have a spare. Contact Simon 
O’Hara phone 06 370 8844 or cell 021 141 2332.

WANTED RIMS 1928 Fast Four sedan, at least 2 x 19 inch split rims to fit onto the 
wooden spoke wheels. We would be keen to hear of any other spare Parts to suit the 
1928 fast four and both 1924 and 1925 cars. Contact Simon O’Hara phone 06 370 
8844 or cell 021 141 2332.

WANTED AUSTIN CHAMP PARTS ph. Pete Judd 0274 483025. 

WANTED FORD ANGLIA 1953 For Restoration. Phone Dave Roberton 843 5151.

WANTED HA VAUXHALL VIVA 1963 for restoration.  
Phone Dave Roberton 843 5151.

If any of the ads on the Wanted or For Sale pages are no longer 
required, especially if they have been in the mag for longer than three 
months, please contact the Editor. Thank you.

WANTED//

FOR SALE ORANGE WATERPROOF PVC CAR COVER. Made locally for a 
1929 chev roadstar. Ideal for protecting your beloved vintage car. The cover is clean 
and in great condition. Surplus to my requirements. Offers please. Phone Lee-anne 
Freeman on 0276119714.

FOR SALE//
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NAPIER OPERATIC 
PRODUCTION OF GREASE
Early this year the Napier Operatic Society 
was working on staging their production of 
Grease.
As you all will know in that show there is a 
car called Grease Lightning.
Now the stage at the Tabard Theatre is not 
large, certainly not big enough to allow 
for a full sized car on it, that then led to a 
challenge of what sort and how to build a 
car fit for the show and would also be sized 
right for the stage.
Stage Manager Kendall Browne was given 
the job of not only sorting out the build of 
the set and running of the show but also 
the car. He had some ideas and friends and 
family who may be able to help.
So gathering up the various bits he set 
about building his Grease Lightning. The 
frame was made out of timber, the front, the 

CARPARTS USED IN 
PRODUCTION OF GREASE//

import bit was drawn from a Morris Minor 
bonnet and the doors also Morris Minor, 
the boot and rear were a mix of thin line 
MDF and cardboard, the chrome front bits 
were borrowed from the HBVCC spares 
Dept and the tail lights his dad got from a 
friend in Waiuku of course they were 105E 
Anglia lights. The wheels were off Kendall’s 
Ford Falcon bolted to the wood frame.
So what did this beast look like on stage? 
Not bad eh anyone pick the grill and 
bumper make and model, the paint job 
was by hand and paint brush using Resene 
paint.
The society wishes to thank the HBVCC for 
their assistance in making the car look so 
jolly good.
In the end after the initial show month of 
April, Covid got in the way, Grease hit the 
boards late Sept and was sold out for the 
season.
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NOTICE TO MEMBERS//

HI EVERYONE - GREAT NEWS!

1. Dates for 2021 - 25th to 30th October:

• Dates for the 2021 Targa VCC time trials, (in conjunction with the main Targa NZ event), 
start with Documentation Labour Day Monday 25th October and finish Saturday 30th 
October 2021.

• Our full time trial event will be over 5 days (Tuesday to Saturday), and we'll also offer a 2 
day time trial for the last 2 days, (Friday/Saturday), to enable those who can't join us for 
the full event to enter for the last 2 days, (as we tried to do this year, but all cancelled due 
to Covid-19).

• The route is yet to be finalised, but heads up it will be central North Island, with a good 
chance it may start in Taranaki and finish in the Hawkes Bay.

• Hopefully this will enable easier travel plans for most of us, especially those coming up 
from the South Island.

• As we've done previously, our VCC time trial group will most likely get together 
on the afternoon of Sunday 24th October for our own meet & greet, afternoon tea, 
Scrutineering, RallySafe installation etc.

 (Subject to Covid-19 etc Targa may also run a small event in April/May 2021, but it's not 
practical to include a VCC time trial component in that event).

 

2. Next:

As soon as I have more route details etc for October 2021 I'll email another update.

In the meantime stay safe and best wishes for what's left of 2020.

STORAGE SPACE REQUIRED.
Short-term storage/workshop space wanted in Napier Area. Rent or possibly buy. 
We've sold our house and the new one isn't ready yet! Room for a small car (a vintage 
Morris or my Morgan, depending on what needs attention), a couple of motorbikes and 
the usual collection of spares/scrap/indespensible tools. It needs to be somewhere 
secure but I'm quite happy to share your space if you are; can you help? 

Contact David Gardiner 835 9492 or dirgeandsal@orcon.net.nz.
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NOTICE BOARD//
If you want to add any notices to the notice board please contact the Editor.

NOTICE TO MEMBERS

If you CHANGE  

YOUR EMAIL ADDRESS  

PLEASE NOTIFY THE CLUB 

through this email address 

hawkesbay@vcc.org.nz
Name badges are available to members at the  

cost of $12:50 and are available with either magnetic 

holding or pin clip holding.

CONTACT SECRETARY PETER BALL WITH YOUR ORDER. 

Delivery is normally within one week, dependent on the Post. 

Bring your V
intage (pre 

1990) car or
 

bike, and ba
ttle it out 

for prizes 

against the 
Brits and Eu

ropean’s. 

 

 Versus 
 

 

Versus   
Bre 

 

Tui Brewery,
 Mangatainok

a are hostin
g 

the Vintage,
 Brexit and 

European day
 

on Sunday No
vember the 2

9th. 

Enrol on lin
e @ 

https://www.
tuihq.co.nz/

mangatainoka
-motors/ 

Or Turn up o
n the day. 

Let’s make i
t the bigges

t display th
is year. 

WELCOME NEW  MEMBERS TO THE CLUBNeil Harrington & Heather Kitson,- Buick 1929, 1952- International Coupe Ute, 1974 Triumph
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27TH NATIONAL 

MOTORCYCLE RALLY 

12 - 14 MARCH 2021

Contact Beth Taylor  

for further details on  

021 732 832 or 

vccrally2021@gmail.com

East Coast Rally 2021

Sunday 7th February 

Organiser/Secretary:

Les & Gail Costar

26 Bell Street, Kawerau

E. les.gail.costar@slingshot.co.nz

C. 027 271 7022
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS//

FUTURE EVENTS//
17 - 21 FEBRUARY 2021 
ART DECO FESTIVAL 

16-21 JANUARY 2022 
VERO INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL OF HISTORIC MOTORING 

DECEMBER

2  MID WEEK RUN 
 COMMITTEE MEETING 

9  CLUB NIGHT AUCTION

13  CHRISTMAS CLUB RUN

NOVEMBER

4  MID WEEK RUN 
 COMMITTEE MEETING 

11  CLUB NIGHT

15  HOMESTEAD RUN

27  KITCHEN NIGHT

28  LADIES CHRISTMAS LUNCH

Future events add in first – 

ART DECO FESTIVAL 
17-21 February 2021
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HBVCC
BRANCH EVENTS//
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CLOTHING TAPE Mend your furs in time for Art Deco Festival 2021.  
$4 per metre. Phone Carolyn on 06 844 3323 or email carolyn@asian-seed.co.nz.

FOR SALE Portable gramophone with a number of 78 records. This gramophone 
has been restored and is in excellent playable condition. A must for Gatsby Picnic, 
Art Deco, homestead run etc. $275 Mark Jenkinson 027 942 1146.

  FOR SALE SINGER VOGUE SERIES 1 to 4. Grill bottom  
  half in very good condition $50.00 Phone Colin on 06 878 5969  
  or bmck@xtra.co.nz 

  FOR SALE ¾ DRIVE SOCKET SET SK ¾ inch drive socket set in  
  excellent condition. Set includes 9 sockets from sizes 15/16 to 1  
  5/8 inch + 1 Tipco @ 1 11/16. 1 x elbow bar @ 450 mm 1 x universal  
  joint drive 1 x extension @ 200 mm 1 x extension @ 400 mm. Original  
tool box. These are very good quality tools in excellent condition. There are some minor 
marks on the box. Phone Colin on 06 878 5969 or bmck@xtra.co.nz 

FOR SALE AUSTIN VANDEN PLAS 4 litre R new old stock oil filter cartridge $15.00. 
Phone Colin on 06 878 5969 or email bmck@xtra.co.nz.

FOR SALE AUSTIN A30/A35 STEERING IDLER new old stock still in box. $50.00 
+freight or pick up. Phone Colin on 06 878 5969 or bmck@xtra.co.nz.

FOR SALE AUSTIN/MORRIS 1800 WHEEL TRIM. It has a few marks on it. $10.00. 
Phone Colin on 06 878 5969 or email bmck@xtra.co.nz. 

FOR SALE MODEL T PARTS including 1 partial vehicle with engine, 2 more engines, 
5 transmissions, diffs,. front axles, body parts, 5 chassis, Ruckstell axle parts, plus heaps 
more. Would prefer to sell as bulk lot. Pete Judd 0274 483025.

FOR SALE//

FOR SALE 1938 FORD V8 DELUXE. A very original car, well 
maintained never had a full restoration, never been de registered, 
has been in Hawke’s Bay for about 41 years. Some spares including  
4 near new white wall tyres. $35,000 ono. Contact Trevor Charman  
06 844 5140 or 027 292 6068

FOR SALE LED V INCANDESCENT LIGHTS. Just fitted 6 volt 
parking lights, hard to tell the difference. Anyone after 6 volt lights 
including headlights give me a call. Bob Ackerley  
PH. 876 6968
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PROUD SPONSORS OF THE  
ART DECO FESTIVAL FOR 2017, 2018, 2019,2020


